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AMALGAMATED ALGEBRA EXTENSIONS DEFINED BY
VON NEUMANN REGULAR AND SFT CONDITIONS
KHALID LOUARTITI AND NAJIB MAHDOU
Abstract. Let f : A → B be a ring homomorphism and let J be an
ideal of B. In this paper, we characterize R ⊲⊳f J to be Von Neumann
regular ring and SFT ring, respectively.
1. Introduction
Throughout this paper all rings are assumed to be commutative with
identity element and the dimension of a ring means its Krull dimension.
Let A and B be two rings, let J be an ideal of B and let f : A→ B be a
ring homomorphism. In this setting, we can consider the following subring
of A×B:
A ⊲⊳f J := {(a, f(a) + j) | a ∈ A, j ∈ J}
called the amalgamation of A with B along J with respect to f (introduced
and studied by D’Anna, Finacchiaro, and Fontana in [9, 10]). This con-
struction is a generalization of the amalgamated duplication of a ring along
an ideal (introduced and studied by D’Anna and Fontana in [11, 12, 13])
and denoted by A ⊲⊳ I. Moreover, other classical constructions (such as the
A+XB[X], A+XB[[X]], and the D+M constructions) can be studied as
particular cases of the amalgamation ([9, Examples 2.5 and 2.6]) and other
classical constructions, such as the Nagata’s idealization (cf. [16, page 2]),
and the CPI extensions (in the sense of Boisen and Sheldon [5]) are strictly
related to it ([9, Example 2.7 and Remark 2.8]).
On the other hand, the amalgamation A ⊲⊳f J is related to a construction
proposed by Anderson in [1] and motivated by a classical construction due
to Dorroh [8], concerning the embedding of a ring without identity in a
ring with identity. An ample introduction on the genesis of the notion of
amalgamation is given in [9, Section 2]. Also, the authors consider the
iteration of the amalgamation process, giving some geometrical applications
of it.
One of the key tools for studying A ⊲⊳f J is based on the fact that the
amalgamation can be studied in the frame of pullback constructions [9, Sec-
tion 4]. This point of view allows the authors in [9, 10] to provide an ample
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description of various properties of A ⊲⊳f J , in connection with the proper-
ties of A, J and f. Namely, in [9], the authors studied the basic properties
of this construction (e.g., characterizations for A ⊲⊳f J to be a Noetherian
ring, an integral domain, a reduced ring) and they characterized those dis-
tinguished pullbacks that can be expressed as an amalgamation. Moreover,
in [10], they pursue the investigation on the structure of the rings of the
form A ⊲⊳f J , with particular attention to the prime spectrum, to the chain
properties and to the Krull dimension.
Recall that a ring R is called Von Neumann regular if for each a ∈ R,
there exists x ∈ R such that axa = a. It is proved in [6, Theorem 2.1]
that, for an ideal I of R, R ⊲⊳ I is Von Neumann regular if and only if R is
Von Neumann regular. In section 2, we extend this result to amalgamated
algebra along an ideal.
An ideal I is called an SFT -ideal if there exists a naturel number k and
a finitely generated ideal J ⊆ I such that ak ∈ J for each a ∈ I. An SFT
ring is a ring in wich every ideal is an SFT -ideal.
In [2], Arnold studies the Krull dimension of a power series ring R[[x]] over
a ring R and showed that the dimension is infinite unless R is an SFT ring,
which forces us to consider only SFT rings when we study finite-dimensional
power series extensions.
For any ring A with finite Krull dimension, we have:
A Noetherian =⇒ dimA[[X]] <∞ =⇒ A SFT ring.
One important family of SFT rings is that of SFT Pru¨fer domains,
which are also called generalized Dedekind domains. The beautiful dis-
covery of Arnold is that, for D a finite-dimensional SFT -Pru¨fer domain,
dimD[[x1, ..., xn]] = n(dimD) + 1, and so D[[x1, ..., xn]] is an SFT ring
[3]. In 2007, Kang and Park [15, Theorem 10] extend Arnold’s result to
the infinite-dimensional case, thus proving that over an infinite-dimensional
SFT Pru¨fer domain D, the power series ring D[[x1, ..., xn]] is an SFT ring.
In 2010, Park [17, Theorem 2.4] shows that, if R is an m-dimensional SFT
globalized pseudo-valuation domain, then dimR[[x1, ..., xn]] = mn + 1 or
mn+ n.
SFT rings are similar to Noetherian rings and they have many nice prop-
erties. It had been a long-standing open question if the power series exten-
sion of an SFT ring is also an SFT ring. Coykendall’s counterexample to
this appears in [7]. Remark that these rings are coherent. Coykendall prove
also that a ring R is SFT if and only if each prime ideal is SFT ([7]).
In this work, we characterize R ⊲⊳f J to be a Von Neumann regular ring
and SFT ring, respectively. Our results generate new and original exam-
ples which enrichy the current literature with new families of Von Neumann
regular rings and SFT rings.
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2. Von Neuman regular amalgamated algebra along an ideal
This section characterize the amalgamated algebra along an ideal R ⊲⊳f J
to be a Von Neumann regular ring. The main result (Theorem 2.1) enriches
the literature with original examples of Von Neumann regular rings.
Theorem 2.1. Let A and B be two rings, J an ideal of B and let f : A→ B
be a ring homomorphism. Then, A ⊲⊳f J is a Von Neumann regular ring if
and only if the following statements holds:
(1) A is a Von Neumann regular ring.
(2) Nilp (B) ∩ J = {0}.
(3) Every prime ideal of B which don’t contains J is maximal.
Proof. For each ideals P and Q of A and B respectively, set P ′f := P ⊲⊳f
J := {(p, f(p) + j) | p ∈ P, j ∈ J} and Q
f
:= {(a, f(a) + j) | a ∈ A, j ∈
J, f(a) + j ∈ Q}.
Assume that R ⊲⊳f J is a Von Neumann regular ring. Then, it is reduced.
Hence, by [9, Proposition 5.4], A is reduced and Nilp (B) ∩ J = {0}. Let P
be a prime ideal of A. Then, by [10, Proposition 2.6], P ′f is a prime ideal
of R ⊲⊳f J . Hence, it is maximal since A ⊲⊳f J is Von Neumann regular.
Consequently, by [10, Proposition 2.6], P is a maximal ideal of A. Hence, A
is a Von Neumann regular ring. Thus, (1) and (2) hold. Let Q be a prime
ideal of B not containing J . By [10, Proposition 2.6], Q
f
is a prime ideal
of A ⊲⊳f J , and so maximal. Then, also by [10, Proposition 2.6], Q is a
maximal ideal of B. Hence, (3) holds.
Conversely, suppose that (1), (2) and (3) hold. By [9, Proposition 5.4],
the statements (1) and (2) imply that A ⊲⊳f J is reduced. Moreover, from
[10, Proposition 2.6 (3)], Spec(A ⊲⊳f J) = {P ′f | P ∈ Spec(A)} ∪ {Q
f
|
Q ∈ Spec(B), I 6⊂ J} and Max(A ⊲⊳f J) = {P ′f | P ∈ Max(A)} ∪ {Q
f
|
Q ∈ Max(B), I 6⊂ J}. Since A is Von Neumann regular, then Spec(A) =
Max(A). On the other hand, (3) means that {Q ∈ Spec(B), I 6⊂ J} = {Q ∈
Max(B), I 6⊂ J}. Hence, Spec(A ⊲⊳f J) = Max(A ⊲⊳f J). Consequently,
A ⊲⊳f J is Von Neumann regular, as desired. ⊔⊓
Remark 2.2. If A is Von Neumann regular ring and I is an ideal of A
then Nilp (A) ∩ I = {0} ∩ I = {0} and every prime ideal (in particular
these which doesn’t contains I) is maximal. Hence, Theorem 2.1 is clearly
a generalization of [6, Theorem 2.1.].
Corollary 2.3. Let A and B be two rings, J an ideal of B and let f : A→ B
be a ring homomorphism. If A and B are both Von Neumann regular rings
then so is A ⊲⊳f J .
Proof. Follows immediately from Theorem 2.1 ⊔⊓
Recall that a ring R is called Boolean ring if x2 = x for each x ∈ R.
Boolean rings are Von Neumann regular.
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Example 2.4. Consider the ring B =
∏n
i=1Ki with Ki = {0; 1} and A the
subring of stationary sequences of B. Set J =
⊕n
i=1Ki which is an ideal
of B, and let ι : A −→ B be the canonical embedding of A into B. Then
A ⊲⊳ι J is a Von Neumann regular ring.
Proof. Follows from Corollary 2.3 since B and A are both Boolean rings,
and then Von Neumann regular rings. ⊔⊓
It is well known that semisimple rings coincide with Noetherian Von Neu-
mann rings. Hence, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 2.5. Let A and B be two rings, J an ideal of B and let f : A→ B
be a ring homomorphism. Then, A ⊲⊳f J is a semisimple ring if and only if
the following statements hold:
(1) A is a semisimple ring.
(2) Nilp (B) ∩ J = {0}.
(3) Every prime ideal of B which doesn’t contains J is maximal.
(4) f(A) + J is a Noetherian ring.
In particular, if A and B are both semisimple and the ring homomorphism
f : A→ B/J is finite, then A ⊲⊳f J is semisimple.
Proof. By [9, Proposition 5.6], A ⊲⊳f J is Noetherian if and only if A
and f(A)+J are Noetherian. Then, the desired equivalence follows directly
from Theorem 2.1.
The last particular statement follows from [9, Proposition 5.8] and Corol-
lary 2.3. ⊔⊓
3. SFT amalgamated algebra along an ideal
The main result of this section characterize the amalgamated algebra
along an ideal R ⊲⊳f J to be an SFT ring. This result (Theorem 3.1) en-
riches the literature with original examples of SFT rings.
Theorem 3.1. Let A and B be two rings, J an ideal of B and let f : A→ B
be a ring homomorphism. Then, A ⊲⊳f J is an SFT ring if and only if A
and f(A) + J are both SFT rings.
The proof of the theorem involves the following lemmas of independent
interest.
Lemma 3.2. Let R be a ring and K be a proper ideal of R. If R is an SFT
ring then so is R/K.
Proof. Let J be an ideal of R/K. There exists an ideal J of R such that
J = J . Since R is an SFT ring there exists a finitely generated ideal I of R
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and a positive integer k such that I ⊂ J and xk ∈ I for each x ∈ J . Thus,
I is a finitely generated ideal of R/K, I ⊂ J and xk ∈ I for each x ∈ J .
Hence, R/K is an SFT ring, as desired. ⊔⊓
Lemma 3.3. Let R be a ring. If I and J are two SFT ideals of R then so
is I + J .
Proof. Assume that I and J are SFT ideals of R. Then, there exists
finitely generated ideals I ′ and J ′ and two positive integers k and k′ such
that I ′ ⊂ I, J ′ ⊂ J , xk ∈ I ′ for each x ∈ I and yk
′
∈ J ′ for each y ∈ J .
Clearly, I ′ + J ′ is a finitely generated subideal of I + J . Moreover, for each
x ∈ I and y ∈ J , we have
(a+ b)k+k
′
=
i=k+k′∑
i=0
Cik+k′a
ibk+k
′
−i
= [
i=k∑
i=0
Cik+k′a
ibk−i]bk
′
+ [
i=k+k′∑
i=k+1
Cik+k′a
i−kbk+k
′
−i]ak
with Cik+k′ =
(k + k′)!
i!(k + k′ − i)!
. Hence, (a + b)k+k
′
∈ I ′ + J ′. Consequently,
I + J is an SFT ideal of R. ⊔⊓
Lemma 3.4. Let A and B be two rings, J an ideal of B, f : A → B be a
ring homomorphism and let I be an ideal of A. If I ⊲⊳f J is an SFT ideal
of A ⊲⊳f J then I is an SFT ideal of A with equivalence if J is an SFT
ideal of f(A) + J .
Proof. For a ring R, we denote by L :=< ai | i = 1, .., n >R the finitely
generated ideal of R generated by a1, a2, .., an.
Assume that I ⊲⊳f J is an SFT ideal of A ⊲⊳f J . Then, there exists finitely
generated ideal K :=< (il, f(il) + jl) | l = 1, .., n >A⊲⊳fJ of A ⊲⊳
f J and a
positive integer k such that K ⊂ I ⊲⊳f J and xk ∈ K for each x ∈ I ⊲⊳f J .
Set I ′ =< il | l = 1, .., n >A. It is clear that I
′ ⊂ I and let i ∈ I. Since
(i, f(i)) ∈ I ⊲⊳f J , we get (ik, f(ik)) = (i, f(i))k ∈ K. Thus, ik ∈ I ′. Hence,
I is an SFT ideal of A.
Assume that J is an SFT ideal of f(A) + J . Then there exists a finitely
generated ideal J ′ =< jl | k = 1, ..,m >f(A)+J of f(A) + J and a positive
integer k such that jk ∈ J ′ for each j ∈ J . Set J ′ :=< (0, jl) | i =
1, ..,m >A⊲⊳fJ . On the other hand, I is an SFT ideal of A. Then, there
exists a finitely generated ideal I ′ =< il | l = 1, .., n >A of A and a positive
integer k′ such that I ′ ⊂ I and ik
′
∈ I ′ for each i ∈ I. Set I ′
f
:=<
(il, f(il)) | l = 1, .., n >A⊲⊳fJ . Clearly, K := I
′
f
+ J ′ is a finitely generated
ideal of A ⊲⊳f J and K ⊂ I ⊲⊳f J . Moreover, for each (i, f(i)+ j) ∈ A ⊲⊳f J ,
(i, f(i)+ j) = (i, f(i)) + (0, j) and (i, f(i))k ∈ I ′
f
since ik ∈ I ′ and (0, j)k
′
∈
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J ′ since jk
′
∈ J ′. Hence, as in the proof of Lemma 3.3, we can prove that
(a, f(a) + j)k+k
′
∈ K. Consequently, I ⊲⊳f J is an SFT ideal of A ⊲⊳f J . ⊔⊓
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Assume that A ⊲⊳f J is an SFT ring. By [9,
Proposition 5.1 (3)], the rings A and f(A) + J are homomorphic images of
A ⊲⊳f J . Then, using Lemma 3.2, they are SFT rings.
Conversely, for each prime ideals P and Q of A and B respectively, set
P ′f := P ⊲⊳f J := {(p, f(p) + j) | p ∈ P, j ∈ J} and Q
f
:= {(a, f(a) + j) |
a ∈ A, j ∈ J, f(a) + j ∈ Q}. Let P be a prime ideal of A. Then, by [10,
Proposition 2.6], P ′f is a prime ideal of R ⊲⊳f J . Hence, by Lemma 3.4,
it is an SFT ideal of A ⊲⊳f J . Let Q
f
be a prime ideal of A ⊲⊳f J , then
Q0 = Q
⋂
(f(A) + J) is an ideal of (f(A) + J)/J . Hence, there exists a
finitely generated ideal Q′0 =< (ai, f(ai) + ji) | i = 1, .., n >(f(A)+J)/J of
(f(A) + J)/J and a positive integer k0 such that Q
′
0 ⊂ Q0 and x
k0 ∈ Q′0
for each x ∈ Q0. Set L0 =< (ai, f(ai) + ji) | i = 1, .., n >A⊲⊳fJ . Then
I = f−1(J)
⋂
PA(Q
f
) := {a ∈ A | f(a) ∈ J ; ∃j ∈ J | f(a) + j ∈ Q } is
an ideal of A, and so there exists a finitely generated ideal I ′ =< ai | i =
n + 1, ..,m > of A, and a positive integer k1 such that I
′ ⊂ I and xk1 ∈ I ′
for each x ∈ I. Set L1 =< (ai, f(ai) + ji) | i = n+ 1, ..,m >A⊲⊳fJ .
Or Q1 = Q
⋂
J is an ideal of f(A)+J . Since f(A)+J is an SFT ring, then
there exists a finitely generated ideal Q′1 =< ji | i = m + 1, .., l >f(A)+J of
f(A)+J and a positive integer k2 such that Q
′
1 ⊂ Q1 and x
k2 ∈ Q′1 for each
x ∈ Q1. Set L2 =< (0, ji) | i = m + 1, .., l >A⊲⊳fJ and L = L0 + L1 + L2.
Let (a, f(a) + j) ∈ Q
f
, then (f(a) + j)
k0
=
m∑
i=1
(f(ai) + ji)(f(bi) + j
′
i).
Set β = (f(a) + j)k0 −
m∑
i=1
(f(ai) + ji)(f(bi) + j
′
i) ∈ J. Then
f(ak0 −
m∑
i=1
aibi) ∈ J . Hence α = a
k0 −
m∑
i=1
aibi ∈ f
−1(J). Therefore,
(a, f(a) + j)k0 = (α+
m∑
i=1
aibi, β +
m∑
i=1
(f(ai) + ji)(f(bi) + j
′
i))
=
m∑
i=1
(ai, f(ai) + ji)(bi, f(bi) + j
′
i) + (α, β).
Since (a, f(a)+ j)k0 ∈ Q
f
, then C1 =
m∑
i=1
(ai, f(ai)+ ji)(bi, f(bi)+ j
′
i) ∈ Q
f
.
Consequently, (α, β) ∈ Q
f
. Therefore, (α, β) = (α, f(α)+e) such that e ∈ J
and f(α) + e ∈ Q.
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Then α ∈ I and αk1 =
m∑
i=n+1
aiai
′. Thus,
(α, β)k1 = (α, f(α) + e)k1 = (αk1 , (f(α) + e)k1) = (αk1 , f(α)k1 + e ′′)
= (
m∑
i=n+1
aiai
′,
m∑
i=n+1
f(ai)f(ai
′) + e ′′)
= (
m∑
i=n+1
aiai
′,
m∑
i=n+1
(f(ai) + ji)f(ai
′) + e ′)
=
[
m∑
i=n+1
(ai, f(ai) + ji)(ai
′, f(ai
′)
]
+ (0, e ′).
Since (α, β) ∈ Q
f
; C2 =
m∑
i=n+1
(ai, f(ai) + ji)(ai
′, f(ai
′)} ∈ Q
f
. Then,
(0, e ′) ∈ Q
f
and e ′ ∈ Q1. Therefore, e
′ k2 =
f∑
i=m+1
(f(bi) + ei)ji. Hence,
(0, e ′)k2 =
f∑
i=m+1
(bi, f(bi) + ei)(0, ji) ∈ L2.
Consequently,
(a, f(a) + j)k0+k1+k2 =
[
(a, f(a) + j)k0
]k1+k2
=
[
m∑
i=1
(f(ai) + ji)(f(bi) + j
′
i) + (α, β)
]k1+k2
=
[
[C1 + (α, β)]
k1
]k2
=
[
k1∑
t=0
(
t
k1
)
(C1)
t(α, β)k1−t
]k2
=
[
k1−1∑
t=0
(
t
k1
)
(C1)
t(α, β)k1−t + (α, β)k1
]k2
=
[
k1−1∑
t=0
(
t
k1
)
(C1)
t(α, β)k1−t + C2 + (0, e
′)
]k2
=
[
k2−1∑
v=0
(
v
k2
)[k1−1∑
t=0
(
t
k1
)
(C1)
t(α, β)k1−t + C2
]v
(0, e ′)k2−v
]
+(0, e ′)k2 .
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But
[∑k1−1
t=0
(
t
k1
)
(C1)
t(α, β)k1−t + C2
]v
(0, e ′)k2−v ∈ L0+L1, and (0, e
′)k2 ∈
L2. Hence (a, f(a) + j)
k0+k1+k2 ∈ L0 +L1 +L2 and so Q
f
is an SFT ideal
of A ⊲⊳f J . Consequently, A ⊲⊳f J is an SFT ring. ⊔⊓
The following two Corollaries is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1
and Lemma 3.2.
Corollary 3.5. Let A be a ring, I be an ideal of A, J be an ideal of B := A/I
and let f : A→ B(= A/I) be the canonical homomorphism. Then, A ⊲⊳f J
is an SFT ring if and only if so is A.
Corollary 3.6. Let A be a ring and I be an ideal of A. Then, A ⊲⊳ I is an
SFT ring if and only if so is A.
Noetherian rings are both SFT and coherent rings. In [4, Page 344],
Bakkari gives examples of non-coherent SFT -rings. Now, we are able to
give new examples of non-coherent SFT rings.
Example 3.7. Let A be a non-coherent SFT ring, I be an ideal of A, J
be an ideal of B := A/I and let f : A → B(= A/I) be the canonical
homomorphism. Then:
(1) A ⊲⊳f J is an SFT ring.
(2) A ⊲⊳f J is not coherent.
Proof. 1) By Corollary 3.5 since A is an SFT ring.
2) A ⊲⊳f J is not coherent by [14, Theorem 4.1.5] since A is a module retract
of A ⊲⊳f J and A is not coherent. ⊔⊓
Example 3.8. Let A be a non-coherent SFT ring and I be an ideal of A.
Then:
(1) A ⊲⊳ I is an SFT ring.
(2) A ⊲⊳ I is not coherent.
Proof. 1) By Corollary 3.6 since A is an SFT ring.
2) A ⊲⊳ I is not coherent by [14, Theorem 4.1.5] since A is a module retract
of A ⊲⊳ I and A is not coherent. ⊔⊓
Example 3.9. Let A be a non-coherent SFT ring, E an A-module, B :=
A ∝ E be the trivial ring extension of A by E, f : A→ B be the canonical
homomorphism (f(a) = (a, 0)) and set J := 0 ∝ E. Then:
(1) A ⊲⊳f J is an SFT ring.
(2) A ⊲⊳f J is not coherent.
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Proof. 1) By Theorem 3.1 and [4, Theoreme 3.1] since f(A) + J = B(=
A ∝ E).
2) A ⊲⊳f J is not coherent by [14, Theorem 4.1.5] since A is a module retract
of A ⊲⊳f J and A is not coherent. ⊔⊓
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